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Analyses of Magellan multiple cycle radar images, emissivity, and altimetry data show that the transition 
from low emissivity (c0.7), high radar backscatter to "normaln emissivity (s.8) and backscatter in the highest 
altitudes (>6056.6 km radius) of Ovda Regio is dependent on elevation alone, i.e., it is independent of geology. 
Further, the transition is abrupt, occurring over -200 rn of elevation, compared to the transition of "normaln 
emissivity to low emissivity from lowlands to highlands over 1-2 km elevation [l; 21. 

METHOD: Two digital elevation maps OEMs) of the highest altitude regions in Ovda Regio (Figure la) 
were constructed using the Vexcel software package Magellan Stereo Toolkit (Figure ld,g). Each DEM was 
constructed using two sub-areas from Magellan cycle 1 and cycle 3 full resolution mosaic image data records (F- 
MID& f05s098.1, and f05s099.301). These sub-areas were run through the Vexcel software, an automated stereo 
imaging system and DEM utility described in [3]. T b  DEMs have a relative accuracy of -70 m and an absolute 
accuracy of -200-500 m. The coregistered orthographic Magellan SAR images from Cycle 1 are shown next to the 
DEMs in Figures 1c.f. Corresponding emissivity from Magellan cycle 1 Global Emissivity Data Record (GEDR) 
are shown in Figures le,h. 

OBSERVATIONS: Figure lb  shows the general area of the highest elevations in Ovda Regio. The two 
most striking features in the image are the high backscatter lava flow or flows in the southwest quadrant, and the low 
backscatter feature in the central-southern part of the image. Note that the interior of the high backscatter flow (8-9 
dB) is 5 dB (a factor of 3) lower than the flow margins. Altimetry data indicate that the interior of the flow is also 
-1 km lower than the northern flow margins (-6055.5 km). Figure lc is covered mostly by rhe thick (-1 km) lava 
flow or set of flows. The image shows that the flow boundaries do not correspond to the abrupt change in radar 
backscatter. This decrease corresponds to an increase in elevation of -200 m (Figure Id), and an emissivity increase 
from -.6 to -.8. The decrease in backscatter in the northwest comer of the image is coincident with the interior of 
the lava flow seen in Figure lb, and lower elevations in Figure Id. Fractures and rifts are present in several places, 
and the southern part of the image shows deeply cut valleys with flat floors and evidence of mass wasting. Figure If 
shows fringes of the lava flow in the northwest comer, but the image is dominated by mountainous tessera terrain. 
Several flat-floored valleys are also visible. In both sub-areas, the change from low emissivity to "normal" 
emissivity is abrupt and accompanied by an overall change in radar backscatter from high to low. The changes are 
not due to geologic unit boundaries; in Figure lc, there are no flow boundaries visible in the transition zone; in 
Figure If, tessera lies both above and below the transition. Note also that where the valley floors in Figure lc lie 
above the transition altitude, radar backscatter is low, whereas lower floors show high backscatter. The emissivity 
image, at a resolution of 5x5 km pixels is too coarse to show these features. 

IMPLICATIONS: The relationships imply that emissivity in this region is dependent only on elevation, 
not on geology. 'Wormaln emissivities are ubiquitous at the highest elevations, while lower emissivities are present 
in the rest of the highlands. The uniformity of geologic types both above and below the change in emissivity, 
implies that there is no fundamental difference in base materials going from low to high emissivity. Either some 
component of surface materials behaves differently at different elevations (i.e. ferroelectric materials [2]), some 
process is weathering materials differently at different elevations independent of bedrock type [4; 5; 61, or some 
process is transporting and concentrating materials of different radiometric properties in the highlands [7], yet 
maintaining the sharp boundaries we see in emissivity. 

FIGURE 1. (Next Page) Images of the highest areas of Ovda Regio. a) Ovda Regio (45' to -45" lat, 53' to 
127' Ion) from c 3 1 4 m ,  b) Enlargement of the central box of la. Parts of F-MIDRs f05s098 and f05s093 (-3.27" 
to -7.63" lat, 94.52" to 98.92' lon). The smaller rectangle is -25 km wide; c,d,e) Orthographic SAR, DEM, and 
ernissivity images of the smaller sub-area (-6.04' to -7.48' lat, 95.77' to %.02' lon). Note the gradual change in 
backscatter and ernissivity as elevation increases. These images are -25 km across; f,g,h) Orthographic SAR, DEM, 
and emissivity images of the larger sub-area (-5.54" to -7.48' lat, %.85" to 97.12' lon). These images are the same 
scale as c,d,e. The two grey-scales are altitude @EM) and emissivity ('Em. The transition altitude from high to 
low backscatter and low to high emissivity is 6056.6 + 0.1 km, and is shown on the grey-scale. 
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